While individual agent-oriented methodologies are useful for restricted situations, for wider industry adoption it is useful to create a methodological framework that provides method fragments from which situationally specific methodologies can be constructed. Such a flexible approach can be found in the use of situational method engineering (SME). In this context, this article describes the details of SME and its embodiment in the OPEN Process Framework (OPF) [1] . The OPF uses an underpinning metamodel, a repository (a.k.a. methodbase) of method fragments and guidelines to assist method engineers create the final methodological approach from a selected number of fragments to form an organization-specific or project-specific methodology.
quality in terms of its suitability for a particular situation? Evaluating how a methodology works in practice requires liaison with industry, possibly using an Action Research style of investigation [12] .
Other possible community efforts could also be instigated. For example, intercomparison of approaches, not only theoretically as, for instance, in [2] and other similar studies [e.g. 13], but also on a test example (e.g. [14] ) and, preferably, in industry situations, might yield significantly improved understanding of what works and what is less successful. Similarly, such intercomparison could reveal any significant weak points in agent-oriented methodology research and help researchers target areas where results are likely to be the most fruitful.
The ultimate result of the substantial efforts of the various AO methodology teams, complemented by method engineering techniques will be the consolidation of the agent-oriented methodological community's contribution to the better development of commercial software systems and the provision of an agreed and widely supported methodological approach to the development of agent-oriented applications in the future.
